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The intensitl, of the photoluminescence of erbiurn in silicon is analyzed b1, a m';del which takes
into account the formation of free excitons. the binding of excitons to erbium ions. the

excitation of inner-shell 4.í electrons of erbium ions and their subsequent decal' by iight emission.
Predictions of this model Íbr the dependence of luminescence intensity on laser excitation
power are compared with experimental obsen'ations. The results for float-zone and Czochralski-
grown silicon. in which erbium is introduced by implantation with or without oxygen co-
implantation, are remarkabll, similar. To <lbtain agreement between model analysis and
experimental data it is necessary to include in the model terms describing eneigy
dissipation by an Auger process of both the erbium-bound excitons and the erbium ions in
excited state with Íiee electrons in the conduction band. A good quantitative agreement is
achieved. @ 1999 American Institutc of Phvsics. [S1063-7826(99)00306-3]

1. INTRODUCTION

The luminescence of rare-earth-doped semiconductors is

presently under intense study. In the more fundamentally ori-
ented research, the complex physical processes active in en-

ergy transfer from excitation in the entrance channel to light
emission in the output channel are investigated. Stimulated
b1' the prospects of practical application of this light source,

erbium in silicon, which emits at a wavelength of 1.54 pLm.

is a prominent svstem. In a cuÍrently accepted model energy'

fed into the system leads to light emission b), erbium ions in
a multistep process. Radiation incident on the silicon. with
photon energy larger than its bandgap, creates free electrons
and holes. Free carriers combine into excitons which can be

trapped at the erbium ions. The energy of erbium-bound ex-
citons is transferred to erbium ions and results in excitation
of 1f core electrons from the u I ,r,, ground state into the
01,r2 excited state. The charactenstic luminescence is pro-

duced upon decay of excited erbium ions. In the present

report this chain of processes is analyzed in a mathematical

model with the aim of giving a quantitative description.

2. PHOTOLUMINESCENCE MODEL

2a. Energy transÍer without Auger processes

The physical model mentioned above. which we exam-
ine in this paper. is illustrated in Fig. l. ln a recent paper by

Bresler and co-workers the model without the Auger pro-

cesses has been put on a nrathematical basis.l A set of rate

equations was formulated for free electrons with concentra-

tion n. free excitons with concentration n... erbium-bound
excitons with cclncentration n..7,. and erbium ions in the ex-
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cited state. with concentration rrËr.The steady state is de-
scribed by the balance equations (l )-@), which we will dis-
CUSS.

The chain of processes leading to photoluminescence
has as the first step the generation of free electrons and holes.
to equal concentrations, with rate G by the incident light.
Free carriers can combine in a second-order process with rate

Trtr2 into free excitons. Trapping of the excitons at erbium
sites is proportional to the concentrations of the free excirons
and the available free erbium sites. The latter concentration
is given as the total concentration of erbium n E, multiplied
by the fraction of free sites [(rre, - tr xt,)lnEJ. The enersv is

transferred to erbium 4.f core electrons with a transfer time
r* but again only to the erbium ions still available in their
ground state. i.e.. to the fraction [ { ,, ur- n frr) I n e,J. At high
excitation power level these fractions between square brack-
ets tend to zeÍo and lead to saturation of the luminescence
output. This manifestation of saturation is related to exhaus-

tion of available erbium centers. Finally'. Iuminescence is

produced by the decay with time constant ra of erbium ions
,rË, in the excited state. The photon emission rate equal to
n[/ r,1 is the quantitv nreasured in the experiment.

Reverse processes. as indicated in Fig. I bv arrows that
point to the left. are thermallv activated. The1, include the

dissociation of excitons into free electrons and holes .fn,
requiring energy gain of Ë-, . the release of excitons from
erbium trapping sites {'.1'n.r1,. and a back transfer process in
which an erbium-bound exciton is recreated from an excited
erbium ion. Although these reverse processes hamper the

energ), transÍer toward light emission. the1, do not remove
energy from the chain. The coefficients of torward and re-

verse processes are related by considerations of detailed bal-
ancing.
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FIG. I . Two-stream model for the photoex-
citation of erbium luminescence showing
generation and loss of free electrons rr. free

e.xcitons rr r . erbium-bound excitons il;h .

and erbium ions in the excited state rr f, . No-
tation: Tt:(rtE, - rt rl)l npr, 4J: (nrr- rt;*r)

lnE .

erbium
light

bo:1*cftErT,

bz:y.rrrc rau * (r" lr)f/ y,

and

C2: T.rT.rCfdIy.

12-a(l+P)/+ uP:0.

where

(r:bobZlaqct.

T *fr2 tl Zfl* Alt*

fl*/t* cAxfl flxO cnErflfl E,

Energy is perrnanently lost by processes which remove
energy irreversibly from the chain. Such processes, as indi-
cated in Fig. I by vertical arrows downwards, are recombi-
nation of electrons and holes via other centers, with the rate
yn:, ancl recombination of free excitons directly or via alter-
native centers, fl,lrr. The Auger processes represented in
Fig. I remove energy irreversibly from the luminescence
path.

The balance equations based on these processes are

G+-f,rr:yn=*yrn=, (l)

T rnT + c.f ,6n r1rN r: c n yner[( flE - n rt)l nerf

+"fnr*n,L,,, 'Q)

cn rner[( ftEr- tt rt )lrerJ+ nëJ'r lr*

: n r1,l( nÍ:r- n"[)lnErJl rF * t'.1'r1,n.bil, , (3)

lrnd

tr.r,[ ( ns,- n'[;lnEr)l r'F -,r'L/ rd* uiJ'r lr'' . (41

'fhe 
generation terms are given on the left-hand sides of

thcse equations: loss terms i.lppear in each case on the right-
hund side. An exact solution for the equations. in the form of
rr rluadratic equation tilr rr [,, is given by Bresler et ul.t The
rcsult takes l more simplifiecl form by the restriction to low
tcmperatures, c.g., li,iuid-helium temperature, when all re-
verse processes. which require thermal activation. are sup-
prcssed. Under these conditions, rvhen .Í' : J' ,t,: .Í' t - 0, we
obtain

tt11(rt'Ë/ nr-r)2 - ( h,,* h:G ) ( nll./ nr,r) * c' G:0, (5)

rv he rc

tI() : I *c'ttprTrll'r(r'Flr,t)1,

In general form, the equation predicts saturation of n Ë,. at

the level n"[/ nEr: c-, lb, for high excitation power level G.

For low power a linear relationship n'[/nEr: (c2lho)G is

predicted. In comparing experimental data with these model
equations one must be aware that neither generation power
nor output luminescence is known very r,vell in absolute
numbers. For example, the volume in the sample where ex-
citation takes place is not well defined. For this reasdn it is

useful to eliminate these uncertain factors by resorting to

relative units. As re-eards luminescence intensity, the obvious
unit for normalization is the saturation value c-, lh-, . A di-
mensionless normal rz.ed intensity is therefore introduced .rs

I=( niJ ne)l(c2lb). For the excitation power the unit is

obtained as the value at which the extrapolated I inear i n-

crea.se at lorv powcr cros.\es the saturation level. This occurs
at Gt:h1ylb-',. The normalrzerJ, power P:GlG r is again a

dimensionless quantity. In terrns of normalized units Eq. í5 )

is modified to

(5b t

(5c )

(5d )

6t

(6u)

lt turns out that the dependence of intensity / on generation
power P is governed by one parameter cr, through which the

specific aspects of the luminescence process as a whole are

representecl. However, from Eq. (ó) it is easily concludecl
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that Íor low power I: P. and for high power I: l. irrespec-
tive of the value of the parameter a. In normalized form the
parameters o 2 , h tt, b, . and ('.t or in basic. more physical
form y. T.r. c, T.r, T'+. and T,t have no effect on the power
dependence in the low and high power regions. Onl1, at in-
termediate power, i.e., at P- l. the results will depend on a.
Only in the transition region from linear increase to satura-
tion the observed luminescence provides insight into the lu-
minescence process. The most typical value to study the lu-
minescence mechanism is therefore at power P: l. At this
level the luminescence intensity is given by

I:a-(o'-a)tlz

Palm et al.2 Erbium-bound excitons can dissipate their en-

ergy in an Auger process with the involvement of free elec-
trons. Similarl),. erbium ions in the excited state can decay in
an Auger process also with conduction band electrons. These
processes are also shown in Fig. l. In the balance equations
they are implemented by including on the loss side the Auger
rates c A"rnn,1, àÍtd c en{nLr. The extended balance equations
for bound excitons and excited erbium ions become

c n xnEr[ ( ftE - tl xh) I n p]+ n{rf , /,*

: fr rhl(rer- rËr) ln6rJl r* * cf .rnn.r1rN r* c e.rïtn *17, (8)

and

nrtl(nE,- rrfrr) lnEfl r* -,r*eJ ra* nl.í r lr* * c nlrnnfr. (9)

In order to solve the neu, sqt of equations (l ). (2), (8). and (9)

it is helpful to introduce appropriate simplifications. Consid-
ering the numerical values. we conclude that the loss of free
electrons and holes is dominated by their recombination via
traps with the rate yn2. The loss via exciton formation T rtt2
is comparatively much lower, i.e., T14T. Under such con-

ditions the enerqy transfer model can be cascaded into two
parts. In stream I the balance of electrons is considered sepa-

rately by Eq. (l ). The loss of electrons through exciton for-
mation is ignored in this mainstream. At lou' tenrperature
this leads to

G- yn?, (lo)

rr:(Gly) r/r. (ll)

The electron concentration obtained front this solution is
used to describe the Auger processes. Typical numbers are

G- l0lrcm 3s-1. y-10-l0cm'rs-1. and rt: l016cm-i.
ln energy stream II the balance of free excitons. bound

excitons. and excited erbium ions is ct'lnsidered separatel)'.

Solution of the equations leads to a cubic equation in

,rËJnE. which. accepting an appro.\inratitltt. can hc Íirctor-
ized to f ield a quadratic equation

(7)

From the equality a - b ob . I a sc ., and the parameters as

given by Eqs. (5a)-(5d) one concludes that 1€a{r. For
such values of a solutions from Eq. (7) always exist. For
a:l we obtain I(P:l):l and for a:x we have I(P
- I ):0.5. The range of possible luminescence intensities at

unit power P - I is restricted between 0.5 and l. consistent
with Eq. (6). The limiting curves for an extended power
range are drawn in Fig. 2a.

Experimental data are also shown in Fig. 2a. They result
from measurements at liquid-helium temperature on three
samples with different specifications. The sample Fz-Si:Er is
float-zoned silicon implanted with erbium. Sample labeled
C:-Si:Er is Czochralski silicon which is similarly implanted.
The third sample, labeled C: - Si:Er,O was codoped with
oxygen by implantation. In all cases the luminescence inten-
sit1, was measured as a function of excitation power. Experi-
mental data are plotted for normalized power P - I at the
observed values / -0.22. Obviously. this is outside the range
of the results as can be described by the model.

2b. Energy transfer with Auger processes

One has to conclude that the presented model cannot
give a quantitative description of the luminescence process.

In order to improve the model energy losses thrclugh Auger
processes nlav be considered. {rs has been explored before by
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( rrly * tt 1()l/:+ (t-,G)( rr jl/r,r:,)l - (b,,* á, G "'
*b.G-btG't'r)(,r'[.JnEy)*c.,G:0. (l])

rv here

(ro: I - r'llgri'.[ I + ( r'F l7,l)],

(J I 
: [( t - c'll6rr.)c,r ErTtt* 2cfl ErT,

X ( r'r I r,1lc r E, r,Àl y''=.

(t 1: c n Err, ( r* L,')( c,q E, r,)l I y ,

lro: [ * c ItErTy,

b t:( I + L'tIE r.)(cAE, Ta*c..r., r'F)ly''2,

h::{( t + cfiE rr)c s1rTttc,r_.t* * !rTrc14

xIl-l-(Í'tlrà]Ily,

[, 3: T.rT rL'7,tC.., E, r,1( r* Lu) I yt'= ,

and

C::!rT.rCfaIy.

( l2a)

(l2b)

(12c)

(t2d)

(l2e)

(t2f)

(l29)

0 2h)

,\t a low power level the model equations reflect the linear
increase ,iJftEr:(c2IbilG, just as before. At high power,

however, the consistent solutio n n'Ë/ nEr: (c 2l b i I 6ttz pre-

dicts decreasing luminescence intensity with increasing exci-
tation source. Such behavior is to be expected since in our
case two independent saturation mechanisms are active. The

first one dnves the concentration of erbium-bound excitons,
n,6, toward the concentration of available erbium ions but is

limited to stay below or become equal to this concentration.
The second saturation mechanism is the combined action of
the two Auger processes. At high power, and hence high
concentrations of free electrons, the Auger mechanism,
which removes excited erbium ions nonradiatively, is very

clfective. This results in a reduction of nËr, which becomes

proportional to lln or llGttz. Such a decrease has not been

observed in our experiments; it has also not been reported in
the literature. [nspection of the equations shows that one
should expect the decrease to set in at excitation values
rvhere c,rE,. r,/ r4 lr,,)(Gly)tt?> l. Considering the numerical
Vltlues (c.rEr- l0-'l cml's-1, T't'= lg-o s), this corresponcls
to hish values of C near ancl above l0lÓcm 't-s-', which are

not reachecl in actual experiments. This can be attributed to
the small value of ( r'klr,i since r'F is in the range of micro-
reconds and r,t is on the order of several milliseconds. lntro-
uuc ing the approximation r* / r,1: 0. Eqs. ( I 2) reduce in
rnany respects to Eqt. (ó). [n particular, the teÍrn b ;Cit? in
irq. ( l2) is klst end the equation predicts saturation at c' zlhz.

For low ancl for high power levels the solution of Eq.
t ll) is

n [.J ilE : c zG I ( h,* h tGttz * b 7G).

Ammerlaan et al.
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FIG. 3. Photoluminescence intensity. in normalized units /. as a function of
applied laser excitation power. both in units G of laser power and in nrlr-

malized units P tor the sample C;-Si:Er.O. Experimental data points rnd
theoretical cun'e according to Eq. (1.+) with the parameter Ê:2.f5.

r: Pl( I + pPtlr+P),

where

p-brl(bobz)t/2,

'fhis 
result is also valid tor intermediate power if the Auger

[)r()cesses are strong. Following solution ( l3), one has satu-
rrttion at c'zlhz.linear increase at low power with (c'-, lhilG,
Itnd (j r: b,, I h" . Casting Eq. ( l3) in terms of normalized
units. as treÍore. the result will read

or

p, -( c.qe, T,t ï c 1.rr'? ) I

X Ir,, ErT,tc.q.rT* * TrT.rc r,1 l( | - cftErrr))''2. ( 14b)

Under the assumed condition of strong Auger effect it re-

duces to

P - ( c,.1E 14* c.q .rr* ) I (c,.tErrttC,^.rr* )t'=,

or

P,- ( c .1E r,t lc ,t.rT* )ttz + (c.1.. r'F lc ,rErT,t\112.

As usual. the power dependence of the luminescence has

linear increase at low power with [: P and saturates at high
power at / - l. Features of the luminescence process are re-

vealed at intermediate power. e.g., at P : I , where I : ll
(2-r p\. In general. the parameter B will be positive follorv-
ing Eq. (1.+b); for the cese of strong Auger effect P>2. as

tollows trom Eqs. (l4c) and (l4d). Figure 2b illustrates the

curves obtained f rom Eq. ( la) f or B-0 and P,-2. Ctlmpared
to the previous case, without the Auger elÍect. the transition
region between linear behavior and saturation is broadcr. be-

cause of the appearance tlf the Pttz tenn as a result of rhe

Auger ef:fect.

Considering again the experiment, the measured data for
the luminescence power dependence for sample C:.-Si:Er,O
are plotted in Fig.3. The solicl curve is the best tit using Eq.
(A) with the parameter [3-2.25. Similar fits were also rnade

tor the samples F:-Si:Er and C:-Si:Er: the paramcter values

are the n F:2.63 ancl 2.73, respectively.r The clata points f or
the three samples for P- | and I: ll(2+ p1 are also pkltted
in Fig.2b. The results tor the three samples are similar with

( r3)
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F=2.540.25. With Eq. (l4d) the result is convefied to

(r'ae,r,1 lc'4.rr*)tl-(4t l). This conrpares Íuvorabll' with

the data published in the literature, e.9., ('AEr

: l0- ll cm3.s- l, Td: l0- 3 s, ('A.r: l0- l() cm3. s- l. and T*

-í.'x l0-í's (Rel'. 2l.From our analysis wc conclucle that

(: A\,.rr,1 lc,1r14' is verv similar Íor three kinds oÍ'test materials.

This can be attributed to an accidental combination of pa-

rameters, but one is tempted to believe that all process pa-

ramgters. i .c.. c 1Ey, T,l . (',,1.r . and T'+ , have similar valugs. In

this case the possible difÍerence in structure oÍ' the lumines-

Ammerlaan et al.

cent centers in the three materials has ver)'little influence on

the efÍiciency, oÍ' the photoluminescence process.
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Photoluminescence of erbium-doped silicon: excitation power
dependence

@ C.A.J. Ammerlaan, D.T.X. Thao, T. Gregorkiewicz, N.A. Sobolerl

Van der Waals-Zeeman lnstitute, University oÍ Amsterdam,
Valckenierstraat 65, NL-1018 XE Amsterdam, The Netherlands. A.F. loffe Physicotechnical lnstitute, Russian Academy oÍ Sciences,
194021 St.Petersburg, Russia

(Llonyuena 19 nnaapn 1999 r. [lpuunra K neqaru 2O anaapa 1999 r.)

Thc intcnsity of thc photolumincsccncc of crbium in silicon is analyscd by a modcl which takcs into account thc
formation of frcc cxcitons, thc binding of cxcitons to crbium ions, thc cxcitation of inncr-shcll 4/ clcctrons of crbium
ions and thcir subscqucnt dccay by light cmission Prcdictions of this modcl for thc dcpcndcncc of lumincsccncc
intcnsity on lascr cxcitation powcr arc comparcd with cxpcrimcntal obscrvations. Thc rcsults for float-zonc and
Czochralski-grown silicon in which crbium is introduccd by implantation with or without oxygcn co-implantation
arc rcmarkably similar. To obtain agrccmcnt bctwccn modcl analysis and cxpcrimcntal data it is ncccssary to includc
in thc modcl tcrms dcscribing cncrgy dissipation by an Augcr proccss of both thc crbium-bound cxcitons and thc
crbium ions in cxcitcd statc with frcc clcctrons in thc conduction band. A good quantitativc agrccmcnt is achicvcd.

1. lntroduction

The phenomenon of luminescence of rare-earth doped
semiconductors is presenfly under intense study. In the
more fundamentally oriented research, the complex physical
processes active in energy transfer from excitation in the
entrance channel to light emission in the output channel
are investigated. Stimulated by the perspective of practical
application of this light source, erbium in silicon, emitting
at wavelength of I.54 pffi, is a prominent system. In a

currently accepted model energy fed into the system leads
to light emission by erbium ions in a multi-step process.

Radiation incident on the silicon, with photon energy larger
than its bandgap, creates free electrons and holes. Free

carriers combine into excitons which can be trapped at
the erbium ions. The energy of erbium-bound excitons is
transferred to erbium ions and results in excitation of 4f core
electrons from the4Irs12 ground state into thealy1./2 excited

state. Upon decay of excited erbium ions the characteristic
luminescence is produced. In the present report this chain
of processes is analysed in a mathematical model with an
aim of achieving a quantitative description.

2. Photoluminescence model

2a. Energ,, transfer without Auger proce,s,se,s

The physical model as mentioned above, that will be
considered in this paper, is illustrated in Fig. 1. In a

recent paper by Bresler and co-\ rorkers the model, however
without the Auger processes, has been put on a mathe-
matical basis t1]. A set of rate eqtrations was formulated
for free electrons, with concentration n, free excitons,
concentratiorr n', erbium-bound excitons, concentralion n,6
and erbium ions in excited state, concentration ni'. The
steady state is described by the balance equations ( 1 ) to (4),
to be discussed as follows.

The chain of processes leading to photoluminescence has
as the first step the generation of free electrons and holes, to
equal concentrations, with rate G by the incident light. Free

carriers can combine in a second-order process with rate
^yrnL into free excitons. Trapping of the excitons at erbium
sites will be proportional to both the concentrations of the
free excitons and the available free erbium sites. The latter
concentration is given as the total concentration of erbiurn
/lp ïrultrplied by the fraction of free sites l(nr, - txrh) lrr,l.
Energy will be transferred to erbium 4f core electrons
with a transfer time T* but again only to the erbium ions
still available in their ground state, i. e. to the fraction

l@u - nir) lntrl. At high excitation power these fractions
given between square brackets will tend to zero and lead
to saturation of luminescence output. This manifestation
of saturation is related to exhaustion of available erbium
centres. Finally, luminescence is produced by the decay
with time constaït ra of erbium ions nf,, rn the excited state.

The photon emission rate equal to nLr l ,a is the quantity
measured in the experiment.

Reverse processes as indicated in Fig. 1 by arrows pointing
to the left, are thermally activated. Th"y include the
dissociation of excitons into free electrons and holes Í.rr
requiring energy gain of Ex, the release of excitons from
erbium trapping sites cfn,rr, and a back transfer process in
which an erbium-bound exciton is recreated frorn an excited
erbium ion. Though these reverse processes hamper the
energy transfer towards light emission, they do not remove
ene{gy from the chain. The coefficients of forward and
reverse processes are related by considerations of detailed
balancing.

Energy is pefinanently lost by processes which refirove
energy irreversibly from the chain. Such processes, as

indicated in Fig. 1 by vertical arrows downwards, are
recombination of electrons and holes via other centres, with
rate 1trZ, and recornbination of free excitons drectly or via
alternative centres, n,f rr. The Auger processes represerrtcd
in Fig. 1 also remove ene{gy from the luminescence path
irreversibly.
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laser light

yn2

T rfr2 Cq 1fl"hE," \znro/t* erbium
light

Figure 1, Two strcam-modcl for
cxcitonS z' crbium-bound cxcitons

n*/t,.

thc photo-cxcitation
nr6 àrrd crbium ions

cn flhxn cneroflE,

of crbium lumincsccncc showing gcncration and loss of frcc clcctrons n, frcc
in cxcitcd statc nir. Notation: Tr

Balance equations based on these processes are

G + fn* - 'yn2 * 'y"n2 ,

'yrn2 * cf"6n àN,

'h.rkvr

clt,kslrr:' 

:_rrr*ru,

and

n*ul(ng - nfi) l"o) lr. - ni,,lra * n\,fi lr*

bo :1 + chB1T",

bz : lrTrcT4[t + (r* lro)] lt,

CZ : lrTrCT4 I ^f .

(1)

(4)

and

(5b )

(5. )

(5d )

Generation terms are given on the left hand sides of
these equations; loss terms appear in each case on the
right hand side. An exact solution for the equations, in
tlre form of a quadratic equation for nfi, is presented by
Bresler, et al. t1]. The result takes a more simplified form
by the restnction to low temperatures, e.9., liquid-helium
temperature, when all reverse processes, which require
thermal activation, are suppressed. Under these conditions,
when f -,frn:fi -0,oneobtains

oo(n|,lnr,) (uo + bzc)("L,ln ,) * czG : 0, (5)

with
ao:1 + cn\rr,ll * (r. lro)], (5u)

(DyrgN Ka v rexH uKa nonynpoBoAHmKoB, 1 999, ToM 33, Bbrn. 6

In its general form, the equation predicts saturation of rz 
*'

Er

at the level nírlns, - czlbz for high excitation power G.

For low power a linear relationship n\,lnE, _ (rzlbo)G is

predicted. In comparing experimental data with these model
equations one must be aware that neither generation power
nor output luminescence are known very well in absolute
numbers. For instance the volume in the sample where
excitation takes place is not well defined. For this reason it is
of advantage to eliminate these uncerlain factors by resorting
to relative units. As regards luminescence intensrty the
obvious unit for normahzalion is the saturation value cz I bz,

A dimensionless normahzed intensity is therefore introduced
as ^I: (ni,ln*)lkzlbz),For the excitation power the unit
is obtained as the value at which the extrapolated linear
increase at 1ow power crosses the saturation level. ïris will
be at Gr - bolbz, The normalrzed power P - GlGr is

again a dimensionless quantity. In terms of normalized units
equation (5) is modified into

J2-a(1 +PYl_aP -0, (6)

with
e : bobzf aocz. (6u)

lt turns out that the dependence of intensity I on generation
power P is governed by one parameter e., through which

l@u - hxh) l"*l
) l"*l * ni,f1 lr
Er - ní,) I "*) l,

* -fn, * n*/Tr, (2)

* + cf*6nr6lr'lr , (3 )

à I

free
excitons

nx

)grbium
bound
excitons

- Ito{

> excited
erbium
ions

- nEr"

out

=ë
n=r./to

fn, cf
xb Rxb Nxl rlEr"f1lT*
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0.001
0.01 0,í0 1.00 10.00

NORMALIZED POWER P
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the specific aspects of the luminescence process as a whole
are represented. However, from equation (6) it is easily
concluded that for low power 1 - P, and for high po\Mer

I
norïnal:zed form the parameters ayt bo, bz and c2, or in
basic more physical form ^y, 'yrt c) Txs T* and Tdt have no
effect on the power dependence in the low and high power
regions. Only at intermediate power, i. e., at P x 1, the
results will depend on a, Only in the transition region
from linear increase to saturation the observed luminescence
does reveal insight into the luminescence process. The
most typical value to study the luminescence mechanism
is therefore at power P - 1. At this level the luminescence
intensrty is given by

0.001
0.0í 0.10 í.00 10.00

NORMALIZED POWER P

2b. Energy transfer with Auger proces,se.s

One has to conclude that the presented model is unable
to provide the quantitative description of the luminescence
process. In order to improve the model energy losses
through Auger processes may be considered, as has been
explored before by Palm et al. 12] Erbium-bound excitons
can dissipate their energy in an Auger process with involve-
ment of free electrons. Similarly, erbium ions in excited state
can decay in an Auger process, also with conduction band
electrons. These processes are as well indicated in Fig. 1.

In the balance equations they are implemented by including
on the loss side the Auger rates c6h/tr6 and c1ynnp.,, The
extended balance equations for bound excitons and excited
erbium ions become

ck*kBll@* - ltxh)1".,) * ní,ftlr*

* r"frufl*b]{* * c,qrnhxht (8)

and

n*t l(nn, - nL,) l "u,l I 
,*

: n\rlra * nírítlr* * cap,rnni,r.

I-a-(o'- cr)tt' (7)

From the equalrty a _ bobz / oorz and the parameters as

given by equations (5a-d) one concludes that 1

For such values of o always solutions from equation (7)
do exist. For a - I one obtains I(P _ 1) - 1 and for
a - oo one has I(P - 1) - 0.5. The range of possible
luminescence intensities at unit power P - 1 consistent with
equation (6) is restricted between 0.5 and 1. The limiting
curves for an extended power range are drawn in Fig. 2,a,

In Fig. 2, a also experimental data are included. They
result from meastnements at liquid helium temperature on
three sarnples with different specifications. The sample
Fz-Si: Er is float zoned silicon implanted with erbium.
Sample labelled Cz-Si: Er is Czochralski silicon similarly im-
planted. The third sample, labelled Cz-Si :Er,O was co-doped
with oxygen by implantation. In all cases the luminescence
intensity was followed as a function of excitation power.
Experimental data are plotted for normahzed powe;r P : 1

at the observed values / = 0.22, Obviously, this is outside
the range of results as can be described by the model.

In order to solve the new set of equations (1), (2), (8)
and (9) it is helpful to introduce appropnate simplifications.
Considering numerical values one may conclude that the
loss of free electrons and holes is dominated by ther
recombination via traps with rate .ynz. The loss via exciton
formation 'yrn2 is comparatively much less, i.e., 7.
Under such conditions the energy transfer model can be
cascaded into two parts. In stream I the balance of
electrons is considered separately by equation ( 1 ). The
loss of electrons through exciton formation is ignored in this

(Dusilxa N TexHMKa nonynpoBoAHNKoB, 1999, ToM 33, eurn. 6

: hxhl("o - nf,,) l"ol lr*

(e)
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mainstream. At low temperature this leads to

G--yk2,

n - (Gl'itt'
The electron concentration obtained via this solution is used
to describe the Auger processes" Typical numbers are

G - 1022 cm-3s-r, ^l :10-10 cm3s-l and n - 1016 cm-3.
In energy stream II the balance of free excitons, bound

excitons and excited erbium ions is separately considered.
Solution of the equations leads to a cubic equation in ,irlnn ,

which, accepting some approximation, can be factonzed to
yield a quadratic equation

(oo + atGrl2 + orG) ("í,1 nt)'

(ao + hGrt2 + bzG * btc3t') ("L,lnw)

IczG:0,
with

equations shows that one should expect the decrease to set

inatexcitationva1ueswhereCAErTd(,"l,o)(Gl.r),t,>
Considering numerical values (r,n, = 10-12 cm3 S 

- l,

T* x t0-6 s) this coÍïesponds to high values of G, near
and above 1026 cm-3. s-1, which are not reached in actual
experiments. This can be attributed to the small value of
?. I ,o), as T* is in the range of microseconds and r,1

is of order milliseconds. Introducing the approxrmation
,* /ra = 0, equations (L2) reduce in many respects to
equations (6). In particular the term hGtlz in equation
(12) is lost and the equation predicts saturation at c2l bz,

Both for 1ow and for high power the solution of equation
(12) will be

n\rl kEr : rzG I (bo * brGr/2 + bzG).

(10)

(11)

(12)

(I2a)

(r2b)

(r2c)

(r2d)

(r2f)

(r2e)

(L2h)

with

or

This result will also be valid for intermediate power in case

the Auger processes are strong. Following solution ( I 3 ) one
has saturation at czlbz, linear increase at low power with
(rzlbo)G, and Gr - bolbz. Casting equation (13) in terms
of norm ahzed units, as before, the result will read

(13)

(14)

( laa)

(14b)

(lac)

ao :1 + ckslT*lt + (r* lro)),

a1

| 2cnBrrr(T* I ,o)r,qn rol t .yr /2 
,

az : ckslT*(r. /ra)(calrTa)' ll,
bo:1 + ckslTy,

* 7, r;scr1[f + (r* lro)] ] ll ,

bt : ^yrT"cTrclsrra(r* lro) l^f l' ,

C2 : ^,lxTxrra I 'Y .

r-Pl(l+ BP'|T+P)

P - hl@obz)'t',

B - (ruoro * csr.) llrot,rocA*r*

* ^f*rrcra /(1 + cnErT:()lt''

P - (rourro * c*r.) I (rou,rocA*r*)tl' ,

Under the assumed condition of strong Auger effect this
reduces to

h_ (1 + ckslTy)(rnnrto*c*T*)l.ytl', (lze)

bz: {f 
t * cnnr*)ctn1r6c1;17*

and

At low power the model equatioans reflect the linear
increase ni,/nu, - (rzlbo)G,just as before. At high power,
however, the consistent solution ,Lr l nn, - (rr l bt) I Gt /z

predicts decreasing luminescence intensity upon increase of
the excitation source. Such behaviour is to be expected as

in the present case two independent saturation mechanisms
are active. The first one drives the concentration of erbium-
bound excitons, kxb towards the concentration of available
erbium ions but is limited to stay below or become equal to
this concentration. The second saturation mechanism is the
combined action of the two Auger processes. At high power,
and hence high concentrations of free electrons, the Auger
mechanism removing excited erbium ions nonradiatively
becomes very effective. This will result in a reduction of
n1,,, which becomes proportional to If n, or llCrlz, Such a

decrease has not been obseryed in the present experiments; it
has also not been reported in the literature, Inspection of the

(Dugr/Ra tA TexHutKa nonynpoBoAHt4KoB, 1999, Tovr 33, eun. 6

P - (rou,to/ro*r.)t'' + (ro*r* /rop,,ro)'''. (l4d)

As usual the power dependence of the luminescence has its
linear increase at low po\r/er with I - P and saturates at high
power at I - 1. Features of the luminescence process are

only revealed at intermediate power, e.g., at P - l, where
I - llQ + P), For a general case parameter P will be
positive following equation (lab); for the case of strong
Auger effect p
Fig. 2,b illustrates the curves as obtained from equation (la)
for P _ 0 and B - 2. Compared to the previous case,

without Auger effect, the transition region between linear
behaviour and saturation is broader. This is due to the
appearance of the Prl2 term as a consequence of the Auger
effect.

Considering again the experiment, the measured data lor
the luminescence power dependence for sample Cz-Si: Er,O
are plotted in Fig. 3. The solid curve is the best fit usir-rg

equation (14) with parameter P - 2.25. Sirnilar fits
were also made for the samples Fz-Si: Er and Cz-Sr: Er,
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Figure 3. Photolumincsccncc intcnsity, in normalizcd units .I, as a
function of applicd lascr cxcitation pol'lrcr, both in units G of lascr
powcr and in normaltzcd units P for thc samplc Cz-Si: Er,O. Expcr-
imcntal data points and thcorctical curvc according to formula (1a)
withparamctcr p -2.25.

the parameter values are then B - 2.63 and 2.73, re-

spectively t3]. The data points for the three samples for
P
The results for the three samples are quite similar with
P - 2.5 + 0.25, ïVith equation (14d) the result is
converted to (rtn ra / ,u*t - 

)n 
I '-' (4 + 1). This compares

favourably with data as published in the literature, ê.9.,
cAEr : l0-12 cm3 ' s-1, Td: 10-3 s, cA* :10-10 cm3 ' s-1,
and r* - 4 . 10-6 s l2), Rom the present analysis one
can only conclude that cAErT,t / ,o*t * is very similar in the
three kinds of material investigated. This can be due to an

accidental combination of parameters, but one is tempted
to believe that all process paramters, i.e., cAE;rt Tct, cAx

and T* , have similar values. In such case the possible
difference in structure of the luminescent centres in the three
materials has very little influence on the efficiency of the
photoluminescence process.
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